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BACKGROUND: Novel non-invasive biomarkers for the precise diagnosis of malignancy in pleural effusion (PE) are needed. The aim of
this study was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of calprotectin for predicting malignancy in patients with exudative PE.
METHODS: Calprotectin concentration was measured in 156 individuals diagnosed with exudative PE (67 malignant and 89 benign).
Calprotectin accuracy for discriminating between malignant and benign PE was evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression were performed to test the association between calprotectin levels and malignant PE.
RESULTS: Calprotectin levels were significantly lower in malignant pleural fluid (257.2 ngml� 1, range: 90.7–736.4) than benign effusions
(2627.1 ngml� 1, range: 21–9530.1). The area under the curve was 0.963. A cutoff point of p736.4 ngml� 1 rendered a sensitivity of
100%, with a specificity of 83.15%, which could prove useful to delimit those patients with negative cytology tests that should be
referred for more invasive diagnostic procedures. Logistic regression demonstrated a strong association between calprotectin and
malignancy (adjusted OR 663.14).
CONCLUSION: Calprotectin predicts malignancy in pleural fluid with high accuracy and could be a good complement to cytological
methods.
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Pleural effusion (PE) can occur as a consequence of more than
50 recognised aetiologies and the distinction between benign PE
(BPE) and PE of malignant origin (MPE) remains a diagnostic
challenge. Most MPEs (90–97%) (Heffner, 2008) are exudates, that
is, they occur due to an increased extravasation of the pleural
vessels. The presence of MPE can be observed as a complication of
nearly all malignancies, most frequently lung and breast cancers,
whereas pneumonic and tuberculous infections are the leading
causes of BPE (Neragi-Miandoab, 2006; Villena-Garrido et al, 2006;
Roberts et al, 2010).

The initial diagnostic approach for exudative PE includes semi-
invasive methods, such as thoracocentesis, to allow the cytological,
microbiological, and biochemical examination of the fluid (Hooper
et al, 2010). Cytological analysis of the pleural fluid is the most
common method for establishing malignancy (Villena-Garrido
et al, 2006; Hooper et al, 2010). Unfortunately, while the specificity
of cytological findings is 100%, only 60% of malignant effusions
can be diagnosed cytologically (Alemán et al, 2007; Hooper et al,
2010). For undiagnosed exudative effusions with suspicion of
malignancy but negative cytology, more invasive techniques are
necessary (Hooper et al, 2010). Closed pleural biopsy has small
additive diagnostic value, and thoracoscopy is the preferred
method because it is diagnostic in o90% of patients
(Light, 2006; Villena-Garrido et al, 2006; Roberts et al, 2010).

Nevertheless, this invasive procedure may not be available at all
facilities (Hooper et al, 2010).

Many studies have evaluated the ability of tumoural markers
(reviewed in Gu et al, 2007; Liang et al, 2008) and other biomarkers
to improve the diagnosis of MPE (Dikmen et al, 2003; Duysinx
et al, 2008; Botana-Rial et al, 2011). Panels combining different
markers have also been proposed (Porcel et al, 2004; Kremer et al,
2010). Disappointingly, none have shown sufficient sensitivity and
specificity to be considered a candidate diagnostic marker of MPE
(Hooper et al, 2010).

In a previous work, we employed a proteomic approach to
search for non-invasive markers of lung cancer in PE (Rodrı́guez-
Piñeiro et al, 2010). We found several proteins that were
differentially expressed in MPE (pleural fluid from patients with
non-small-cell lung cancer) vs BPE (pleural fluid from patients
with tuberculosis). Among these, the calcium-related proteins
S100-A8 and S100-A9 (which form the non-covalent heterodimer
calprotectin) were expressed in lower quantities in MPE than BPE.

In the present study, we demonstrated that calprotectin can be
measured by a specific immunoquantitative enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in the pleural fluid and that this
method is useful for discriminating between MPE and BPE.

METHODS

Study population

A total of 156 consecutive non-selected patients with a specific
diagnosis for exudative PE were enrolled in this prospective study.
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Patients were admitted from April 2007 to December 2010 at the
Department of Pneumology, Complejo Hospitalario Universitario
de Vigo (CHUVI). The study was approved by the Galician Ethical
Committee for Clinical Research (200/179), and all participants
provided written informed consent.

Pleural fluid diagnosis

The PE diagnosis protocol followed the recommendations of
different international societies (Villena-Garrido et al, 2006;
Hooper et al, 2010) and has been employed in previous studies
by our group (Botana-Rial et al, 2011). Patients with PE observed
via X-ray or thoracic computerised tomography were submitted to
the Bronchopleural Pathology Unit. Achievement of diagnosis
without the need of performing a thoracocentesis was considered
as an exclusion criterion; therefore, from 169 patients initially
recruited, 13 were excluded and 156 were eligible for the study. After
detailed history and examination, an initial thoracocentesis for
common biochemical, microbiological, and cytological studies was
performed. Thoracocentesis classified the effusion as transudate or
exudate. Subsequent tests and patient management protocols were
selected based on the diagnosis. If the test did not yield a diagnosis
and the aetiology of the exudates remained unidentified, a second
thoracocentesis and/or a transparietal pleural biopsy were con-
ducted. Depending on the diagnostic suspicion, complementary
tests were recommended (e.g., fibrobronchoscopy or autoimmunity
studies). Patients in whom the cause of PE had not yet been
identified after the aforementioned methods were submitted to
medical or surgical thoracoscopy; in other patients, clinical and
radiological follow-up for at least 1 year was undertaken to confirm
the resolution of symptoms or recurrence of PE.

Before the beginning of any treatment, the biochemical
parameters of the pleural fluid (differential cell counts, pH,
proteins, lactate dehydrogenase, glucose, and adenosine deaminase
(ADA)) were analysed.

The aetiology of PE was determined based on accepted criteria as
described by the Spanish Society for Pneumology and Thoracic
Surgery (Villena-Garrido et al, 2006). Two principal groups (MPE
and BPE) were established for analysis. Malignant origin was
defined when malignant cells were identified upon cytological or
histological examination or in a biopsy specimen. Malignant origin
cases were divided into three subgroups according to the PE
aetiology: epithelial-origin neoplasias, mesotheliomas, and lympho-
mas. Patients with BPE were divided into five subgroups: tubercu-
lous, parapneumonic, miscellaneous, paramalignant, and non-
neoplastic of unknown origin. The diagnosis of tuberculous PE was
based on the presence of positive stain or culture for Mycobacterium
tuberculosis in the pleural fluid, sputum, or pleural biopsy or the
presence of typical caseating granulomas in the pleural biopsy. Any
PE associated with pneumonia and response to antibiotics was
classified as parapneumonic effusion. The miscellaneous group
included PE that fulfilled the specific criteria for the diagnosis of
PE of diverse origin (post-surgery, chylothorax, secondary to collagen
vascular disease, secondary to drug reactions, Dressler’s syndrome,
uraemic pleuritis, post-trauma, or ovarian hyperstimulation syn-
drome). Paramalignant PE refers to effusions caused by the indirect
effects of cancer on the pleural space or the pleural effects of cancer
radiation or drug therapy (Heffner, 2008). Non-neoplastic PE of
unknown origin was defined as PE comprising non-specific pleuritis
observed at thoracoscopy, thoracotomy, biopsy, or autopsy, or the
absence of symptoms or recurrence of PE within 1-year clinical and
radiological follow-up (Villena et al, 2003).

PE sampling

Pleural fluid samples (5 ml) were obtained, centrifuged at 800 g for
15 min and immediately frozen in 0.5 ml aliquots at � 20 1C.

Biochemical procedures

Calprotectin levels were determined using a sandwich ELISA from
Hycult Biotechnology (Uden, The Netherlands). The laboratory
calprotectin test was conducted completely independently of
clinical diagnosis and treatment. The assay was conducted
according to the manufacturer’s guidelines.

Statistical analysis

Normal distribution and homogeneity of variances were checked
using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Levene tests, respectively.
Calprotectin levels distributed normally in the groups under study,
but variances were not homogeneous. Analyses were conducted
with non-parametric tests: differences between two independent
samples were assessed with Mann–Whitney U-test, and multiple
comparisons were made with Kruskal–Wallis test.

The accuracy of calprotectin levels for discriminating MPE from
BPE was evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive values
(PPVs), negative predictive values (NPVs), and likelihood ratios
(LRs) and their corresponding confidence intervals (CIs) were
calculated. Univariate logistic regression was performed to test the
association between calprotectin levels and the presence of MPE.
This relationship was also examined for other variables: patient
characteristics (sex, age, smoking status, and existence of previous
neoplasia) and selected PE markers (size of PE, differential cell
counts, ADA, and protein content). Unadjusted ORs, calculated as
an estimate of the relative risk, and the corresponding 95% CIs
were reported. Significant predictors in the univariate analysis
(Po0.1) were entered into a multivariate logistic regression model
to assess the independent predictive value of calprotectin levels.

To correct for possible overfitting and thus avoid an excessively
optimistic assessment of marker performance in the correct
classification of patients provided by the original ROC curve, the
leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method was used to
derive a cross-validated ROC curve and area under the ROC curve
(AUC). The comparison between the original and cross-validated
AUCs represents an internal validation measure of the fitting.

All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 15.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). A P-value o0.05 was considered
statistically significant. The data validation was conducted in R
using the stats (for fitting logistic generalised linear models) and
ROCR (for constructing ROC curves and AUCs) packages. The
sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and LR were calculated using
MedCalc version 11.5.1 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

RESULTS

Patient characteristics

The calprotectin levels in the pleural fluid of 156 consecutive
patients with a specific diagnosis of exudative PE were analysed.
The patients were grouped for statistical analysis according to
the diagnostic criteria described in the Methods section, as
summarised in Table 1.

Calprotectin levels in PE

Table 2 presents the PE calprotectin concentrations expressed as
ng ml� 1 in the different diagnostic groups. The mean calprotectin
level of the whole MPE group was 257.2 ng ml� 1, significantly
lower (Po0.001, Mann–Whitney U-test) than that of the BPE
patients (2627.1 ng ml� 1). Among the MPE groups, there were also
substantial differences in calprotectin levels (P¼ 0.08, Kruskal–
Wallis test) between the patients with epithelial-origin neoplasias
and those with mesothelioma (238.7 ng ml� 1 vs 435.8 ng ml� 1,
P¼ 0.03, Mann–Whitney U-test).
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For BPE patients, there were also statistically significant
differences between clinical types (Po0.001, Kruskal–Wallis test).
The calprotectin levels in the PE of tuberculous patients
(2982.3 ng ml� 1) were significantly higher (Po0.01, Mann–
Whitney U-test) than those of patients classified as miscellaneous
(1654.8 ng ml� 1) or non-neoplastic of unknown origin
(1234.1 ng ml� 1; Po0.001, Mann–Whitney U-test). Patients suffer-
ing from pneumonia expressed the highest levels of calprotectin
(3517.9 ng ml� 1), but these levels were not significantly different
from those in the tuberculous group. However, they were
significantly higher than those of the miscellaneous (P¼ 0.02,
Mann–Whitney U-test) and non-neoplastic of unknown origin
(Po0.01, Mann–Whitney U-test) groups.

Calprotectin prediction of MPE

We also evaluated the diagnostic performance of calprotectin to
determine its utility in differentiating PE origin. Figure 1A shows
the ROC curve for the discrimination of patients with MPE vs BPE.
The AUC of calprotectin was found to be 0.963 (95% CI, 0.932–
0.994). The LOOCV method produced a cross-validated AUC of
0.957 (0.931–0.989). Figure 1B shows the individual concentrations
of calprotectin in the different diagnostic groups.

Table 3 shows the specificity, sensitivity, PPV, NPV, positive,
and negative LRs, and accuracy data. We explored the ability of
calprotectin to distinguish MPE from BPE by establishing two
cutoff points. The first cutoff point, p545 ng ml� 1, was selected
because it presented the greatest accuracy (92.31%), with a
sensitivity of 97.01% and specificity of 88.76%. We also established
a cutoff point of p736.4 ng ml� 1 for a sensitivity of 100%, with a
high specificity (83.15%) but a slightly lower accuracy (90.38%).

In addition, we analysed the ability of calprotectin to distinguish
PE subtypes. The marker showed the highest accuracy in
discriminating MPE from PE of tuberculous and parapneumonic
origin (97.94% and 95.83%, respectively) (Table 3). Receiver
operating characteristic curves corresponding to the data in
Table 3 are provided as Supplementary Figure S1.

Influence of calprotectin levels on MPE prediction

Logistic regression was performed with a cutoff of p545 ng ml� 1.
The OR for the cutoff p736.4 ng ml� 1 cannot be reported because
the observed 100% sensitivity produces sampling zeroes, which
affect the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in the
logistic regression model. Univariate logistic regression demon-
strated a strong association between the low levels of calprotectin
and malignancy (Table 4), with a high unadjusted OR (256.75,
Po0.001). Univariate analysis also revealed significant associa-
tions between MPE and patient age, smoking status, size of PE, cell
count status, ADA, and protein levels. The significant predictors
were entered into a multivariate logistic regression model,
indicating that the association between low calprotectin levels
and MPE did not depend on any of the other variables, and
calprotectin levels p545 ng ml� 1 remained a unique significant
predictor, with an adjusted OR of 663.14 (Po0.001).

Table 1 Demographic data for the total study population

PE origin
No. of

patients
No. of men/

women
Age, years
mean±s.d.

MPE 67 42/25 67±13.9
Epithelial-origin neoplasias 58 32/26 68±13.1
NSCLC 42 31/11 68±13.4
Breast cancer 6 0/6 63±16.0
SCLC 3 2/1 75±5.3
Ovarian cancer 2 0/2 82±4.2
Thymic epithelial neoplasm 2 0/2 69±5.7
Gastric cancer 2 0/2 73±18.4
Cholangiocarcinoma 1 1/0 61

Mesothelioma 6 5/1 67±11.6
Lymphoma 3 3/0 55±31.0

BPE 89 61/28 53±20.7
Tuberculosis 30 20/10 44±23.4
Parapneumonic 29 22/7 55±17.1
Miscellaneous 12 8/4 57±18.9
After surgery 3 2/1 64±10.5
Chylothorax 2 2/0 62±11.3
Secondary to collagen
vascular diseases

2 2/0 48±15.6

Secondary to drug reaction 1 1/0 24
Dressleŕs syndrome 1 1/0 80
Uraemic pleuritis 1 0/1 45
After trauma 1 0/1 83
Ovarian hyperstimulation
syndrome

1 0/1 34

Paramalignant 3 2/1 65±21.7
Non-neoplastic of unknown
origin

15 10/5 62±18.0

Abbreviations: BPE¼ benign PE; MPE¼malignant PE; NSCLC¼ non-small cell lung
cancer; PE¼ pleural effusion; SCLC¼ small cell lung cancer.

Table 2 Concentration of calprotectin in pleural fluid

PE origin
No. of

patients

Calprotectin,
ng ml�1

mean±s.d. P-value

MPE 67 257.2±134.4
Epithelial-origin neoplasias 58 238.7±112.1w

NSCLC 42 255.4±115.3
Breast cancer 6 163.6±92.1
SCLC 3 239.5±142.0
Ovarian cancer 2 183.8±128.0
Thymic epithelial neoplasm 2 242.9±65.8
Gastric cancer 2 154.1±25.1
Cholangiocarcinoma 1 238.6

Mesothelioma 6 435.8±225.6
Lymphoma 3 258.8±72.7

o0.001www

BPE 89 2627.1±2182.1z

Tuberculous 30 2982.3±1573.0y, 8

Parapneumonic 29 3517.9±2852.8**, ww

Miscellaneous 12 1654.8±1536.4
After surgery 3 763.6±357.6
Chylothorax 2 679.1±221.3
Secondary to collagen
vascular diseases

2 4562.5±1621.5

Secondary to drug
reaction

1 1169.2

Dressleŕs syndrome 1 1415.6
Uraemic pleuritis 1 572.58
After trauma 1 2265.5
Ovarian hyperstimulation
syndrome

1 1660.9

Paramalignant 3 1316.9±1006.6
Non-neoplastic of unknown
origin

15 1234.1±1164.4

Abbreviations: BPE¼ benign PE; MPE¼malignant PE; NSCLC¼ non-small cell
lung cancer; PE¼ pleural effusion; SCLC¼ small cell lung cancer. wP¼ 0.03 vs
mesothelioma (Mann–Whitney U-test). zPo001 among BPE groups (Kruskal–Wallis
test). yPo01 vs miscellaneous (Mann–Whitney U-test). 8Po001 vs non-neoplastic of
unknown origin (Mann–Whitney U-test). **P¼ 0.02 vs miscellaneous (Mann–Whitney
U-test). wwPo0.01 vs non-neoplastic of unknown origin (Mann–Whitney U-test).
wwwPo0.001 MPE vs BPE (Mann–Whitney U-test).
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DISCUSSION

The present work is the first study to evaluate the utility of
calprotectin as a biomarker for exudative PE diagnosis. We
searched for new non-invasive biomarkers to aid in the
discrimination between BPE and MPE because current clinical
procedures require an invasive approach in many cases.

Mean calprotectin levels were 10-fold lower in malignant
effusions than benign effusions (Po0.001). The mean concentra-
tion values were similar among the cancer types evaluated, with the
exception of mesothelioma. In addition, patients with BPE also

showed differences in calprotectin concentration, with tuberculous
and parapneumonic patients having the highest values.

To date, studies regarding the presence of calprotectin in
malignant effusions are scarce. Davidson et al (2010) reported
calprotectin levels ranging from 301 to 9431 ng ml� 1 in 36 female
breast cancer patients. Our results are not directly comparable to
these results because that group analysed a combination of pleural,
peritoneal, and pericardial effusions. In PEs of patients with
advanced-stage ovarian carcinoma (Odegaard et al, 2008),
Odegaard et al (2008) described a range from 2008 to 3335 ng ml� 1

calprotectin, which is much greater than the range observed here,
although it should be noted that our study included only two PE
from ovarian tumour patients. Furthermore, it is important to note
that both of the previous studies used a different ELISA assay, and
discrepancies in protein concentration calculations could arise
when using different antibodies (Kristinsson et al, 1998).

The analysis of diagnostic performance showed a good ability to
distinguish between MPE and BPE, with an AUC of 0.963. Two
cutoff points were established: p545 ng ml� 1 to achieve maximum
accuracy, with a sensitivity and specificity of 97.01% and 88.76%,
respectively, and p736.4 ng ml� 1 to achieve a sensitivity of 100%,
although this involved a moderate decrease in specificity (to
83.15%).

This great diagnostic accuracy allows the correct classification of
MPEs that may be misdiagnosed with cytology. Whatever the
cutoff employed, this assay significantly enhances the sensitivity of
MPE diagnosis over cytology alone. In our study, among the 67
patients with malignancy, 34 patients had a positive pleural
cytology test in the first thoracocentesis, whereas 33 patients had
negative cytology; thus, the sensitivity of cytology was 50.75%. The
addition of the calprotectin assay with a cutoff of p545 ng ml� 1

accurately identified 31 of the 33 cytology-negative MPE patients.
The second cutoff point proposed, p736.4 ng ml� 1, correctly
classified all negative cytology MPE patients.

Thus, the calprotectin assay with the 100% sensitivity cutoff
could be included as an additional test to complement cytology
for the diagnostic management of suspected malignant effusions
(see Supplementary Figure S2, modified from Sriram et al
(2011)). In the present study, 169 patients with PE were initially
recruited, but, as explained in Methods, 13 patients were diagnosed
without requiring further tests or using different tests rather
than analysis of the pleural fluid. The remaining 156 patients
with a PE, after history evaluation and clinical examination,
were initially submitted to thoracocentesis that allows the
biochemical, microbiological, and cytological study of the fluid.
The cytology results would determine whether calprotectin should
be measured. Positive cytological tests diagnose malignancy. In
our study 34 of our 67 MPE patients were confirmed with this test;
thus, calprotectin measurement would be unnecessary. Remark-
ably, the cytology test provided negative results for the remaining
122 individuals, which included 33 patients with MPE and 89
patients with BPE. For the patients with negative cytology tests,
calprotectin could be measured, and the results would indicate the
appropriate future studies. The number of patients that might
benefit from further invasive procedures would thus be limited to
those presenting levels below the cutoff, that is, all 33 of the
malignant patients with negative cytology and 15 BPE patients
(16.85% of BPE) in whom a diagnosis of malignancy could not be
discarded. In these patients, a percutaneous pleural biopsy or
thoracoscopy are required to obtain a definitive diagnosis.
Conversely, malignancy was excluded in 74 of the 89 BPE subjects
in the study with effusions with calprotectin levels above the cutoff,
corresponding to benign conditions; among these patients, pleural
biopsy is only advised in selected cases, such as in patients with
suspected tuberculous PE.

Additionally, the sensitivity and specificity of the calprotectin
assay for the diagnosis of MPE greatly surpassed those presented
by classical PE markers, such as CEA, CA-125, CYFRA 21-1, and
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CA 15-3 (Villena et al, 2003; Liang et al, 2008). Nevertheless, we
note a promising study that has found that matrix metalloprotei-
nase (MMP)-9 also performs well in distinguishing PE of lung
cancer origin from benign inflammatory patients, with sensitivity
and specificity values of 80% and 100%, respectively (Kremer et al,
2010).

In addition to the diagnostic parameters, logistic regression
analysis corroborated that calprotectin levels are relevant to the
risk of the malignant origin of the effusion. Other parameters (see
Table 4) also influenced the probability of malignancy; however,
the contribution of these factors was minimal compared with that
of calprotectin, and these factors were not confirmed as significant
predictors by multivariate analysis.

Calprotectin belongs to the S100 protein family of cytoplasmic
Caþ 2-binding proteins, and it has been shown to be involved in
both inflammatory and neoplastic disorders (reviewed in Ghavami
et al (2009). Intriguingly, its functions in cancer biology are
somewhat contradictory. On one hand, it is a powerful apoptotic
agent when produced by immune cells. On the other hand,
calprotectin expression in cancer cells has been associated with
tumour development, cancer invasion, and metastasis (Ghavami
et al, 2009).

In contrast, its relationship with inflammation is clear, with a
proven pro-inflammatory role in several inflammatory conditions
(Cross et al, 2005; Gebhardt et al, 2006). Thus, high levels of this
protein could be expected in patients with inflammatory disease,
including most of the benign pathologies considered in this study
(Vermeire et al, 2006; Kallel et al, 2011).

We could reasonably expect to find high levels of calprotectin in
MPE because it is also involved in inflammation-associated
carcinogenesis (Gebhardt et al, 2006; Ghavami et al, 2009), and

supporting evidence of its expression in cancer cells has been
reported in other studies (Odegaard et al, 2008; Davidson et al,
2010). We found levels ranging from 90.7–736.4 ng ml� 1 in MPE
that although clearly lower than those in BPE may not be due to a
downregulation in protein expression related to malignancy. As PE
is a manifestation of pleural disease, pleural fluid cannot be
obtained from healthy individuals, complicating our understand-
ing of these differences.

The higher calprotectin levels found in BPE could be attributed
to the antimicrobial role of this protein. It has been proposed that
massive amounts of calprotectin are released when neutrophils die
as a strategy to inhibit the growth of a variety of fungal and
bacterial pathogens (Santhanagopalan et al, 1995; Nisapakultorn
et al, 2001). Accordingly, we found the highest levels of
calprotectin in pneumonia and tuberculous PE and lower levels
in other benign non-infectious aetiologies.

In a recent study, Kremer et al (2010) analysed several markers
in pleural fluid from patients with lung cancer and benign
inflammatory disease that were comparable to the patients in our
study group. Curiously, they found that the PE concentrations of
the seven biological markers analysed were lower in cancer
patients. Two of those markers (MMP-2 and MMP-9) are similar to
calprotectin in that they are expressed in various pathological
processes, such as inflammation and cancer, and also in response
to infections.

The concentration of any molecule in the body fluids is
influenced by many factors, including the proximity of the
secretion or the dilution of the fluid; thus, the levels of calprotectin
are not necessarily the same when measured in the plasma/serum
and pleural fluid. In this sense, we do not consider the finding of
higher plasma calprotectin levels in invasive ovarian cancer

Table 3 Cutoff, sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, LRþ , LR� , CI and accuracy for calprotectin in classifying different PE groups

Group and cutoff
Sensitivity %

(95% CI)
Specificity %

(95% CI)
PPV %

(95% CI)
NPV %

(95% CI)
Positive LR

(95% CI)
Negative LR

(95% CI) Accuracy

MPE vs BPE
p545 ngml� 1

97.01 (89.6–99.6) 88.76 (80.3–94.5) 86.7 (76.8–93.4) 97.5 (91.3–99.7) 8.63 (7.9–9.4) 0.034 (0.008–0.1) 92.3

MPE vs BPE
p736.4 ngml� 1

100 (94.6–100) 83.15 (73.7–90.2) 81.7 (71.6–89.4) 100 (95.1–100) 5.93 (5.4–6.5) 0 90.4

MPE vs BPE subgroup I
p455.4 ngml� 1

92.54 (83.4–97.5) 83.33 (65.3–94.4) 92.5 (83.3–97.6) 83.3 (65.3–94.4) 5.55 (4.7–6.6) 0.09 (0.03–0.3) 89.7

MPE vs TB
p612 ngml� 1

98.51 (92–100) 96.67 (82.8–99.9) 98.5 (91.9–100) 96.7 (82.8–99.9) 29.55 (27.5–31.8) 0.01 (0.001–0.2) 97.9

MPE vs Parapneumonic
p532.5 ngml� 1

95.52 (87.5–99.1) 96.55 (82.2–99.9) 98.5 (91.6–100) 90.3 (74.2–98.0) 27.7 (25.4–30.2) 0.05 (0.005–0.4) 95.8

TB vs subgroup I
p1660.9 ngml� 1

86.67 (69.3–96.2) 80 (61.4–92.3) 85.7 (63.2–92.9) 81.2 (66.9–96.1) 4.33 (3.5–5.4) 0.17 (0.05–0.5) 83.3

Abbreviations: BPE¼ benign PE; CI¼ confidence interval; LR¼ likelihood ratio; MPE¼malignant PE; NPV¼ negative predictive value; PE¼ pleural effusion; PPV¼ positive
predictive value; TB¼ tuberculosis. BPE subgroup I: Miscellanea, paramalignant, and non-neoplastic of unknown origin PE.

Table 4 Results of the univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis of demographic characteristics and selected markers

Characteristics Univariate analysis OR (95% CI) P-value Multivariate analysis OR (95% CI) P-value

Gender¼Male 1.30 (0.66–2.53) 0.44 – —
Age X60 4.13 (2.07–8.27) o0.001 1.13 (0.19–6.53) 0.90
Smoker 1.82 (0.93–3.57) 0.08 1.07 (0.18–6.34) 0.94
Previous neoplasia 1.43 (0.66–3.12) 0.37 – —
PE size 41/3 2.36 (1.10–5.06) 0.03 0.57 (0.05–6.04) 0.64
Leucocytes p1150 (l mm� 3) 4.28 (2.09–8.75) o0.001 1.51 (0.27–8.49) 0.64
Lymphocytes 475 (%) 3.34 (1.64–6.83) 0.001 0.53 (0.06–5.08) 0.58
Proteins p5 (g l� 1) 2.61 (1.36–5.00) 0.004 1.67 (0.31–8.94) 0.55
ADA p38 (U l� 1) 17.54 (5.05–60.94) o0.001 3.18 (0.30–33.17) 0.33
Calprotectin p545 (ngml� 1) 256.75 (54.32–1213.61) o0.001 663.14 (35.37–12433.89) o0.001

Abbreviations: ADA¼ adenosine deaminase; OR¼ odds ratio, CI¼ confidence interval.
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compared with benign tumours (Odegaard et al, 2008) or in serum
from prostate cancer patients (Hermani et al, 2005) and serum and
faecal samples from colorectal carcinoma patients (Kristinsson
et al, 1998; Vermeire et al, 2006; Kallel et al, 2011) to contradict
our findings. Consistent with this explanation, MMP-9 and MMP-
2, which are detected in lower levels in PE from lung cancer
patients, have also been associated with increased tumour spread
and poor prognosis in lung cancer (Kodate et al, 1997; Kremer
et al, 2010) and found to be overexpressed in ovarian and breast
cancer patients (Somiari et al, 2006; Zhang et al, 2011). We concur
with Kremer et al (2010) that regardless of the mechanism
involved, the existence of altered levels of a molecule in PE, in our
case calprotectin, is of substantial clinical significance. The
presence of malignant effusion implies an advanced stage and
associated poor prognosis, with a median survival time of B4
months (Neragi-Miandoab, 2006; Roberts et al, 2010). Thus, the
rapid diagnosis of these patients is of great interest.

The method proposed here is based on the evaluation of the
calprotectin levels in pleural fluid and could be a good complement
to routine cytopathological examination. The diagnostic perfor-
mance of calprotectin showed a high sensitivity and specificity,
indicating a good accuracy for predicting which PE patients present
a benign or a malignant underlying process. Moreover, the
measurement method could be easily incorporated into routine
clinical practice without any risk or discomfort to the patient.

The study presented here has some limitations. First, the
number of patients is low, considering the number of aetiologies of
PE included. Furthermore, the calprotectin level measurements

were all made in the same laboratory facilities, and patients were
recruited from a unique pneumology service. Thus, although the
results have been statistically validated, further large-scale studies
must be performed to determine whether calprotectin can be
effectively used in the average clinical setting.
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